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SUMMARY 

1. The proposal seeks permission to use two areas of the Rugby Club grounds for 
camping during the period 1 May to 1 September each year. Camping in this 
context includes use by caravans, campervans and tents. The site lies outside 
of the development boundary for Kirkby Lonsdale, but the principle of the use is 
supported by policies in both the Core Strategy and the Development 
Management Policies DPD.  

2. Camping has taken place within the Rugby Club grounds during 2018 and 
2019. This began as permitted development, but in each of the last two full 
seasons tents and caravans have been on site longer than permitted, resulting 
in a breach of planning control. This application was considered by the 
Planning Committee at its meeting on 29 August 2019, but a decision was 
deferred with Members requesting more information about the potential 
cumulative impacts of the proposal and the permitted development limits. 

3. It had been planned to bring the application back to Committee in time for any 
permission to be implemented in the 2020 season. However, activities so far 
this year have been severely disrupted by the COVID-19 lockdown. There are 
plans now to recommence a limited number of camping and caravanning 
events in what remains of the 2020 season and the Rugby Club has confirmed 
that these will be limited to those authorised as permitted development. Any 
changes stemming from this planning application, should it be granted, will be 
implemented in the 2021 season.  

4. Use of the Rugby Club for camping to date has raised a number of local 
concerns, mainly in respect of access. The approach to the site through the 
village and, in particular, Raygarth is regarded as narrow and dangerous. And 
residents in Raygarth have highlighted amenity concerns associated with the 
volume and nature of traffic. There is local acknowledgement of the benefits the 
Rugby Club brings to the town, but a concern that unregulated use for camping 
to date has created unacceptable problems for the immediate neighbours to the 
site. 

5. The local highway authority has raised no objection to the proposal in terms of 
highway safety, subject to an overall restriction on the number of pitches. 
However, the amenity concerns cover different issues. Some of the comments 
expressed in letters of objection suggest that opportunities to operate camping 
in a more responsible manner, and thereby potentially reducing the impacts on 
the Rugby Club’s nearest neighbours, have not been properly explored.  

6. A temporary permission is being recommended. This would provide the Rugby 
Club with an opportunity to develop a travel plan and test its efficacy during the 
2021 summer season, thereby providing evidence that could be used to inform 
any future proposals to make the use permanent. A temporary permission 
would also provide an opportunity to explore further the potential impacts of the 
proposal on views from the Yorkshire Dales National Park, which immediately 
abuts the site.  

 



RECOMMENDATION 

7. The application is recommended for a temporary permission subject to 
conditions.  

 

DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSAL 

Site description 

8. Kirkby Lonsdale RUFC occupies a 30 acre site situated to the north of the town. 
Vehicular access is gained via the B6254 and Raygarth, with a one-way system 
operating within the site itself. There is also an attractive and popular 
pedestrian link into town via the footpath that runs along the western bank of 
the River Lune via Ruskin’s View. The boundary of the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park wraps around the curtilage of the Rugby Club on all but the 
southern boundary. 

9. The site is outside of the development boundary for the town identified in the 
Land Allocations DPD. The Kirkby Lonsdale Inset Map in the DPD safeguards 
part of the site for “outdoor sports facilities”. 

10. During the summer seasons of 2018 and 2019 certain areas of the site have 
been used for “camping” by caravans, campervans and tents. The 
documentation in support of the current application describes 46 pitches served 
by 23 dual hook-ups and an additional 80 tent pitches, all served by the 
amenities and facilities (including toilets and showers) in the existing 
clubhouse. This use began on the basis of the club’s understanding that it was 
permitted development, taking advantage of provisions in The Town and 
Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015.  

11. The rules governing permitted development are discussed further below. 
However, in each of the last two complete seasons (2018 and 2019) tents and 
caravans have been on site longer than permitted, resulting in a breach of 
planning control.  

12. The application emphasises that the Rugby Club is a not-for-profit community 
organisation, which currently has over 500 players in 17 teams (ranging from 
reception class to senior) using the Club and grounds on a weekly basis. The 
proposal for camping is intended to provide the Club with “essential income” as 
well as boosting tourism revenue for the wider area.  

Proposal 

13. The proposal is to regularise use of two discrete areas of the Club’s grounds for 
camping from 01 May to 01 September each year. It is clear from the 
submission that “camping” in this context continues to mean use of the land by 
caravans, campervans and tents, and the proposal is seeking to maintain the 
total of 126 pitches that have been available over the 2018/19 seasons. The 
application site defined by the red line extends to just under 1.6 hectares and 
encompasses: (1) the two internal roads that form the one-way connection to 
Raygarth; (2) the two discrete camping areas, annotated as Camping Areas A 
and B on the various drawings: and (3) an existing car park to the south-east of 
the clubhouse.  



14. Camping Area A extends to approximately 0.9 hectares adjoining the northern 
boundary of the Club. It is relatively flat and the submitted Design and Access 
Statement describes it as being “used during the rugby season as an overflow 
training area for all teams, including minis, youth and ladies rugby.” 

15. Camping Area B extends to approximately 0.3 hectares adjoining the eastern 
boundary of the site. It too is relatively flat and is also used as a training area.  

16. Users of the site will continue to have access to the full range of facilities in the 
clubhouse.  

 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

17. There is no planning history directly relevant to this proposal.  

CONSULTATIONS 

18. The application has been publicised on three separate occasions: (1) 01 April 
2019 when the application was first registered; (2) 04 June 2019 following 
completion of a transport form; and (3) 04 February 2020 following submission 
of information clarifying the Club’s use of permitted development. 

Kirkby Lonsdale Town Council: 

19. Comments as follows  

18 February 2020 

1. “In the first instance a one year temporary planning permission 
should be granted, in order that the impact of the use on local 
residents can be monitored and addressed. 

2. “A Travel Plan as recommended by SLDC officers at proposed 
condition 3 should be imposed, with the clear requirement on the 
Club to put in place electronic traffic measurement instruments in 
advance of the use commencing, these to remain in place and 
monitoring for the extent of the temporary period, and the results 
to be assessed by the County Council and the results provided to 
the Town Council and local residents; 

3. “As has been stressed in previous comments a Management Plan 
must be submitted and agreed by SLDC before the use 
commences. The Management Plan to put in place measures to 
reduce local impact of the use by advising users to access the site 
via Hophose Lane and not via the town, limiting the hours when 
vehicles may enter and leave the site, agreeing stewarding levels 
to assist campers and protect residents, advice to campers on 
issues such as noise, accessing the site by foot, disposal of waste 
etc; 

4. “Improvements and traffic calming should be put in place on 
Raygarth before the use commences in the interests of highway 
safety and to protect local residents; 

5. “The Council would not object to the Club operating under the 28 
day rule and the temporary planning permission as long as the 



Management Plan outline above is applicable to all camping and 
event use of the site.”  

24 June 2019 

“ … reiterates comments made at [earlier meeting] but also requests that 
SLDC be asked to consider the addition of traffic calming measure[s] on 
Raygarth to reduce traffic speeds and protect residents, and that in 
addition Councillor Cotton be asked to raise this through CCC as the 
Highway Authority.” 

11 April 2019 

“SLDC be advised that the Council considers that there is currently 
insufficient information to determine the application. In particular there 
are no numbers of ‘pitches’ indicated and no breakdown of the number of 
tents, caravans and motorhomes – this information is needed in order to 
impose limits/controls on any planning permission.  

“The application is also deficient in that a package of measures needs to 
be put in place by the Club to minimise harm to residential amenity and 
the environment. For example guidance notes need to be provided to 
visitors to advise on vehicular routes in/out of the site; on routes to the 
Town Centre minimising the impact on residents of Raygarth/Raygarth 
Gardens; on the behaviour expected of visitors; and on the disposal of 
waste. The Club also need to put in place arrangements to ensure that 
the site is properly monitored and a high level of care is offered to both 
visitors and residents. 

“If these matters can be addressed, then the Council would support a 
years [sic] temporary planning permission (i.e. one season of use) in the 
first instance in order that the impact of the use can be monitored and the 
position reviewed after a trial period.  

“Due to the current state of the carriageway along Raygarth, Councillor 
Cotton be asked to take this up with Cumbria County Council and 
request that carriageway repairs be carried out as soon as possible. “ 

 
Cumbria County Council 

Local Highway Authority 

20. Comments as follows: 

10 February 2020 

“I can confirm that the Highway Authority has no objections to the 
proposal from a highway point of view, subject to the following 
recommended conditions being included in any Notice of Consent which 
may be issued:  

“The maximum number of caravans/motorhomes/campervans should be 
no more than 46, and maximum number of tents no more than 80, at the 
same time as per figures provided in the transport form. Any increase in 
these numbers should be submitted for approval by the Local Planning 
Authority  



“Reason: In the interests of highway safety and to minimise possible 
danger to other highway users. To support Local Transport Plan Policies: 
LD7, LD8” 

17 June 2019 

“Based on the existing use of the site and the additional information 
provided by the applicant, the Highway Authority has no further objection 
to the proposed development. The site will be utilised for camping when 
the rugby use decants for the summer months. It is considered that the 
proposal will be unlikely to have a material affect [sic] on existing 
highway conditions.” 

Countryside Access Officer  

02 April 2019 

21. The proposed development would not affect public rights of way.  

Lead Local Flood Authority 

22. Comments as follows: 

10 February 2020 

“The site is not situated within Flood Zones 2 or 3, and is not located 
on an area of land susceptible to surface water flooding. 

“I can confirm that the Lead Local Flood Authority has no objection to 
the proposed development. However, due to the size of the site I would 
however recommend that [a] condition is included on any consent you 
may be minded to grant.” 

 
Sport England: 

17 February 2020 

23. No objection.   

Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority: 

24. Comments as follows: 

18 February 2020 

“ … no further comments at this time.” 

17 April 2019 

“The Authority has no concerns in principle to camping on the site 
subject to a comprehensive landscaping scheme being agreed and no 
external lighting in the area. 

“It is assumed that the amenity building would be within the existing 
rugby club facilities and no further buildings would be required. Please 
let me know if this is not the case as the Authority may have concerns 
regarding further buildings at the site. 

“The application relates to camping, tents and vans. Whilst this is 
acceptable a campervan falls within the definition of a caravan, 
therefore if the site is proposed for campervans and caravans the 



Authority may raise concerns overs caravans using the site. If the site is 
to be used for more than tents and camping then we would ask you to 
seek further details regarding the areas to be used for caravans, size of 
pitches and size of vans proposed. We would be happy to comment 
further on any additional details you may receive.” 
 

Neighbours / others 

25. We have received 15 objections from 8 different addresses, raising the 
following concerns:  

• Raygarth via town centre is an unsuitable access route for large and 
trailered vehicles. B6254 around Fairbank is particularly narrow with 
parked cars.  

• Access is dangerous. Particular concern for safety of young children. 

• Towed vehicles cause congestion and inconvenience on approach 
routes.  

• Irresponsible parking in Raygarth. 

• Emergency vehicles will be blocked. 

• Lots of wear and tear on Raygarth. Road wasn’t designed for this level of 
traffic.  

• High volumes of vehicular and pedestrian traffic along Raygarth is 
damaging to amenity, particularly early morning and late evening. 

• One way system may have eased problems within the site, but has not 
addressed issues in narrow approach roads.  

• Visitors should be encouraged to use the riverside walk into town rather 
than using their cars. 

• Better traffic data is needed before a permanent decision can be made. 

• Publicity for site does not reflect number and nature of pitches referred to 
in application documentation. 

• Residents have tolerated rugby fixtures, community events and the 
occasional private function on the basis that this supports the local 
community. But proposals for camping will lead to intolerable impacts. 

• Benefits to town overstated. Camping and caravanning more self-
sufficient than hotels and B&Bs for example. 

• Added pressure on local infrastructure.  

• Use brings added security concerns for residents. 

• Use could encourage antisocial behaviour.  

• Retrospective nature of application does not inspire confidence in 
enforcement of any restrictions going forward. 

• If the application is granted permitted development rights for camping 
and caravanning must be brought under control to ensure numbers are 



restricted. The local planning authority has the power to grant planning 
permission and restrict permitted development rights in the process.  

 

POLICY ISSUES 

South Lakeland Core Strategy (CS): 

26. The following Core Strategy policies are considered relevant to the proposal: 

• CS1.1: Sustainable Development Principles 

• CS1.2: The Development Strategy 

• CS5: The East (including Milnthorpe and Kirkby Lonsdale) 

• CS7.6: Tourism development 

• CS8.2:  Protection and Enhancement of Landscape and Settlement  
                Character 

• CS8.10: Design 

• CS10.2: Transport impact of new development 
 

Local Plan Land Allocations Development Plan Document (DPD): 

27. The following Land Allocations DPD policies are considered relevant to the 
proposal: 

• LA1.0:  Presumption in favour of sustainable development 

• LA1.1:  Development boundaries 

• LA1.11:  Existing outdoor formal sports facilities  

 

South Lakeland Development Management Policies Development Plan 
Document (DM DPD): 

28. The following DMDPD policies are considered relevant to the proposal: 

• DM1:  General Requirements for all development 

• DM2: Achieving Sustainable High Quality Design 

• DM4: Green and Blue Infrastructure, Open Space, Trees and  
                 Landscaping 

• DM9: Parking Provision, new and loss of car parks 

• DM18: Tourist accommodation – caravans, chalets, log cabins,  
                 camping and new purpose built self-catering accommodation  
                 (outside the Arnside and Silverdale AONB) 

 
National Planning Policy Framework 2019 (NPPF): 

29. The following sections are considered relevant to this application.  

2.  Achieving sustainable development 



4.  Decision-making 

8.  Promoting healthy and safe communities 

14.  Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal 
change 

15.  Conserving and enhancing the natural environment 

 

ASSESSMENT 

Principle 

30. Core Strategy Policy CS1.1 (Sustainable Development Principles) establishes 
the overarching principle that “[o]pportunities must be taken to mitigate against 
and adapt to climate change …” Amongst other things the policy  
acknowledges: (1) the importance of protecting “the countryside for its intrinsic 
beauty, diversity and natural resources”; (2) the “need to take account of and 
enhance landscape character and features particularly the AONB and coastal 
areas”; (3) the need to “[w]herever possible, minimise the need to travel”; and 
(4) that the “area’s role as a setting for and gateway to the Lake District and 
Yorkshire Dales National Parks should be developed.” 

31. Policy CS7.6 (Tourism development) states that “The Core Strategy supports 
the creation, enhancement and expansion of tourist attractions and tourism 
infrastructure in accordance with the development strategy in CS1 […]”, with a 
“[p]articular emphasis is placed on improving the quality of existing visitor 
accommodation and the need to broaden the range of accommodation 
provided.” The preamble to the policy (paragraph 8.27) recognises that: 

“The environment and heritage of the area, including the fact that it 
adjoins parts of the Lake District National Park and Yorkshire Dales 
National Park, provide opportunities for tourism development including 
accommodation, cultural and leisure attractions.”] 

32. Policy CS7.6 also acknowledges that “[d]evelopment should be of an 
appropriate scale and be located where the environment and infrastructure can 
accommodate the visitor impact.” 

33. More detailed guidance is provided in recently-adopted DMDPD Policy DM18 
(Tourist accommodation – caravans, chalets, log cabins, camping and new 
purpose built self-catering accommodation (outside the Arnside and Silverdale 
AONB)). The stated purpose of this policy is: 

“To support proposals for tourist accommodation that are located in 
appropriate locations and that are of an appropriate scale and design, 
to ensure that proposals will not have a detrimental impact on their 
surroundings.”  

34. The policy supports new static, touring caravan, and camping sites (including 
tent-pitches, yurts, camping pods and similar structures), which primarily 
provide accommodation in temporary and mobile units where:  

“ …the site is sustainably located within or adjoining Principal, Key, or 
Local Service Centres. In the first instance, priority will be given to the 
re-use of previously developed sites, provided these are not of high 



environmental value. Where greenfield sites are identified, it should be 
demonstrated that there are no alternative, suitable brownfield sites in 
the locality” 

35. Kirkby Lonsdale is defined as a Key Service Centre in the Core Strategy and 
whilst the Rugby Club does not have a contiguous connection with the 
development boundary defined in the Land Allocations DPD it is nevertheless 
physically linked to the town by the ribbon of development along Fairbank and 
Raygarth. It would be difficult to argue that it did not adjoin the town for the 
purposes of employing Policy DM18. 

36. Previously-developed land has a lengthy definition in the NPPF, but for the 
purposes of applying Policy DM18 includes “land which is or was occupied by a 
permanent structure, including the curtilage of the developed land (although it 
should not be assumed that the whole of the curtilage should be developed) 
and any associated fixed surface infrastructure.” The definition specifically 
excludes land within “built-up areas such as […] parks [or] recreation grounds.” 

37. Both the areas of land identified for camping in this application have a history of 
being actively used to support the Rugby Club’s primary function and, as such, 
undoubtedly form part of its functional curtilage – albeit significantly less than 
the whole.  Furthermore, no part of the application site forms part of a park or 
recreation ground as defined by the NPPF. The site is not within a built-up area; 
it encompasses playing fields (or areas incidental to playing fields) which are 
defined separately in the NPPF and are not referenced in its definition of 
previously-developed land.  

38. Taking all of the above into account, the principle of this proposal is judged to 
be consistent with the stated purpose of DMDPD Policy DM18 and, by 
extension, the relevant strategic objectives of the Core Strategy. Policy DM18 
also includes a number of detailed criteria and these are considered under 
subsequent headings of this report.  

Permitted development 

39. In deferring this application last year Members wanted a better understanding 
of the relationship between the proposal and any additional camping and 
caravanning activities that might legitimately be undertaken as permitted 
development. In particular, Members wanted to consider the potential for any 
cumulative impacts.  

40. The rules around permitted development for caravans and tents are not 
straightforward. They stem from two separate Parts of Schedule 2 of The Town 
and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 
(as amended). 

41. Part 4 covers “Temporary buildings and uses”. Class B to this Part allows the 
use of any land for any purpose for not more than 28 days in total in any 
calendar year subject to certain further provisions, including an express 
prohibition on use of land for a caravan site. But it does permit use of land for 
tenting. 

42. Permitted development rights for caravans are covered by Part 5: “Caravan 
sites and recreational campsites”. Class A to this Part allows “use of land as 
caravan site” without planning permission in the circumstances referred to in in 



paragraphs 2 to 10 of Schedule 1 to the Caravan Sites and Control of 
Development Act 1960 (“the 1960 Act”). For the purposes of this discussion it is 
only necessary to concentrate on three of these paragraphs: 4, 5 and 6. These 
cover the following: 

Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960 

FIRST SCHEDULE 

Cases where a Caravan Site Licence is not required 

Sites occupied and supervised by exempted organisations 

4  Subject to the provisions of paragraph 13 of this Schedule, a site 
licence shall not be required for the use as a caravan site of land 
which is occupied by an organisation which holds for the time 
being a certificate of exemption granted under paragraph 12 of 
this Schedule (hereinafter referred to as an exempted 
organisation) if the use is for purposes of recreation and is under 
the supervision of the organisation. 

Sites approved by exempted organisations 

5 (1) Subject to the provisions of paragraph 13 of this Schedule, a site 
licence shall not be required for the use as a caravan site of land 
as respects which there is in force a certificate issued under this 
paragraph by an exempted organisation if not more than five 
caravans are at the time stationed for the purposes of human 
habitation on the land to which the certificate relates 

 (2) For the purposes of this paragraph an exempted organisation may 
issue as respects any land a certificate stating that the land has 
been approved by the exempted organisation for use by its 
members for the purposes of recreation. 

 (3) The certificate shall be issued to the occupier of the land to which 
it relates, and the organisation shall send particulars to the 
Minister of all certificates issued by the organisation under this 
paragraph. 

 (4) (4)A certificate issued by an exempted organisation under this 
paragraph shall specify the date on which it is to come into force 
and the period for which it is to continue in force, being a period 
not exceeding one year. 

Meetings organised by exempted organisations 

6  Subject to the provisions of paragraph 13 of this Schedule, a site 
licence shall not be required for the use of land as a caravan site if 
the use is under the supervision of an exempted organisation and 



is in pursuance of arrangements made by that organisation for a 
meeting for its members lasting not more than five days. 

43. Paragraph 12 states that “the Minister may grant a certificate of exemption to 
any organisation as to which he is satisfied that it objects include the 
encouragement or promotion of recreational activities”. Currently, these 
certificates are issued by Natural England (on behalf of DEFRA) and 
organisations holding such a certificate can take advantage of the provisions in 
paragraph 4 above to site caravans for up to 28 days. Paragraph 12 also allows 
the Minister to withdraw that certificate at any time. Paragraph 13 sets out a 
process by which the Minister can, by order, omit specified areas of land from 
Schedule 1 

44. Class C to Part 5 permits “The use of land by members of a recreational 
organisation for the purposes of recreation or instruction, and the erection or 
placing of tents on the land for the purposes of the use”. “Recreational 
organisation” in this context means an organisation holding a certificate of 
exemption under section 269 of the Public Health Act 1936. A certificate of 
exemption granted under this provision permits use of land as a campsite (for 
tents only) for up to 42 days consecutively or 60 days in total in any 12 
consecutive months. 

The position at Kirkby Lonsdale RUFC 

45. The Rugby Club has submitted two letters, dated 15 November 2019 and 21 
January 2020, setting out “a list of events which are currently carried out on an 
annual basis within the rugby club” as permitted development. These two 
letters, plus an associated plan highlighting the various areas of the site 
referred to, are available to read in full online. 

46. The letter dated 15 November concludes with a table listing six specific 
camping and caravanning events held at the Rugby Club – together with 
estimates of associated vehicle movements for each. The total number of days 
covered by these events is 26, although they take advantage of different 
classes of permitted development. The first four in the list are camping events 
which take advantage of the Part 4/Class B permitted development tolerances 
for tents. The Harley Davidson Weekend Rally, fifth on the list, is organised by 
The Harley Davidson Riders Club of Great Britain which holds its own 
certificate of exemption for tents granted under the Public Health Act 1936, 
making it permitted development under Part 5/Class C to. The August Bank 
Holiday Event is organised by: (1) The Camping and Caravan Club and two of 
its regional associations which have certificates of exemption for both caravans 
and tents; and (2) the Red Rose Caravan Club, which has its own certificate of 
exemption for caravans. This event uses a combination of the permitted 
development rights granted under Part 4/Class C and Part 5 Class A.  

47. We are told that these events are likely to be annual fixtures going forward. 
However, the Rugby Club is clear that it does not want to be bound to any 
particular schedule; it wants to maintain the full range of permitted development 
rights for the site so that it can take advantage of other opportunities as they 
arise.  



48. The interaction between the levels of activity associated with the current 
proposals and those likely from the continued use of permitted development 
rights is discussed under relevant topic headings below.  

49. Over the last two years caravans and tents have been present on the site at 
periods other than those listed in the 19 November letter. There is no evidence 
that this has been undertaken in accordance with any of the permitted 
development classes listed above. Instead, it appears to have been in 
anticipation of the current application being approved – and, therefore, in 
breach of planning control.  

 

Traffic 

50. Core Strategy Policy CS10.2 (Transport impact of new development) expects 
“Development will be designed to reduce the need to travel and to maximise 
the use of sustainable forms of transport appropriate to its particular location”.   

51. Policy CS10.2 establishes a number of other criteria, aimed at ensuring that 
new development: (1) provides for safe and convenient access on foot, cycle, 
public and private transport; (2) is capable of being served by safe access to 
the highway network without detriment to the amenity or character of the 
locality; (3) can be accommodated by the existing road network, again,  without 
detriment to the amenity or character of the surrounding area; and (4) 
incorporates parking standards that are in accordance with any adopted local 
policy and guidance. 

52. DMDPD Policy DM18 states that all sites proposed for new tourist 
accommodation should “not give rise to unacceptable impacts on the local road 
network, either through traffic generation from the site itself, or through 
cumulative impacts alongside other sites.” 

53. Access to the site is the principal concern to have emerged in the 
representations we have received. Some of the concerns relate to impacts 
upon amenity, discussed further below, but others focus on road safety. The 
approach through the town, and via Raygarth in particular, is regarded as too 
narrow to accommodate the large vehicles and towed caravans associated with 
the proposed use. There are references to the length of the B6254 along 
Fairbank effectively being reduced to a single carriageway by parked cars. It is 
noted that some cars approach the Rugby Club too fast for the prevailing road 
conditions. There are additional references to near misses, irresponsible 
parking, accesses being blocked and damage to the carriageway in Raygarth.  

54. The “Transport Form” submitted with the application makes the point that the 
pressure from traffic movements associated with the camping/caravan use 
would be no greater than that associated with Club activities during the rugby 
season – 01 September to 30 April. In fact, it highlights the fact that the impact 
will be less focused. During the rugby season there can be between 250 and 
300 cars visiting the site on Saturdays and Sundays for matches and training 
sessions, whereas the traffic movements associated with the camping/caravan 
use from 01May to 01 September would be dispersed more evenly. 
Furthermore, the “Transport Form” anticipates that occupancy of the 126 
pitches would typically be around 30%, representing a 20% increase on the 90 
car movements which are typical of Rugby Club activity on an existing day. The 



“Transport Form” also confirms that the camping/caravan use would involve no 
increase in freight deliveries.  

55. There are a number of assumptions here. And there is no explicit recognition of 
the fact that an appreciable number of the additional vehicle movements will be 
of a different character, involving campervans and cars towing caravans.  

56. The local highway authority continues to raise no objection to the development. 
However, it reached that view initially on the assumption that the total amount 
of traffic associated with camping/caravan use during 01 May to 01 September 
would be limited to the 126 pitches proposed within Camping Areas A and B. 
And at that intensity of use the local highway authority is satisfied that the 
impact upon the local highway network is acceptable. However, the applicants 
have now confirmed that their intention had always been for the 126 pitches to 
be in addition to other camping/caravan activity undertaken as permitted 
development. That being the case, the local highway authority has clarified its 
position and is now requesting that if this permission is granted the total 
number of pitches across the site as a whole, whether expressly authorised by 
the permission itself or pursued as permitted development, should be limited to 
a total of 46 caravans / motorhomes / campervans and 80 tents. It is 
recommended that this is secured by a condition.  

57. It is not uncommon for new development to increase traffic in areas where 
existing highway infrastructure is already under pressure, but that alone would 
not be grounds for refusing planning permission. Paragraph 109 of the NPPF is 
clear that:  

“Development should only be prevented or refused on highways 
grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, 
or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be 
severe.”  

58. In this case, with a qualified no objection from the local highway authority, it 
would be very difficult to defend a refusal of planning permission on the 
grounds of highway safety.  

59. Repairs to the surface of Raygarth and/or the inclusion of speed control 
measures, as has been suggested, would be matters for the local highway 
authority to pursue separately.  

 
Amenity 

60. Although the local highway authority has not objected in principle on the 
grounds of highway safety, the impact of increased traffic on local amenity 
raises different issues. DMDPD Policy DM18 states that all sites proposed for 
new tourist accommodation should “not have an adverse impact on surrounding 
residential amenity.” 

61. It is apparent from the submitted representations that the perceived experience 
of residents in Raygarth to date has been one of lower amenity. We are told 
that increased vehicle and pedestrian movements have resulted in reduced 
peace and quiet, particularly early in the morning and late in the evening. And 
there is concern that the figures in the “Transport Form” are not a robust 
enough basis upon which to gauge the long-term impacts. There are also 



suggestions that opportunities to minimise disturbance are not being pursued; 
visitors are not being encouraged to access the site responsibly and obvious 
opportunities to reduce traffic movements by, for example, promoting use of the 
riverside walk into town via Ruskin’s View are not being taken.  

62. The Town Council supports a temporary permission for a further season, 
providing the Rugby Club with an opportunity to put in place, and monitor, a set 
of measures to address existing amenity issues. Were that idea pursued, it 
would be beyond the remit of the local planning authority to get involved in 
general site management issues, but a temporary consent would provide an 
opportunity to trial a travel plan, which could address some of the problems, 
particularly those being experienced by residents in Raygarth. A travel plan 
would not be a panacea; residents would continue to experience both an 
increase in, and a change to the character of, traffic movements. But it could 
mitigate some of the more severe impacts being experienced. An email from 
the applicant’s agent received 06 March 2020 (and published online) explores 
some of the existing measures that could be incorporated into a travel plan.   

 
Landscape impact 

63. The boundary of the Yorkshire Dales National Park wraps around the curtilage 
of the Rugby Club on all but the southern boundary. For the most part the 
boundary is marked by dense planting, but there is a noticeable break to the 
north-east affording open views into, and from, the application site. 

64. Core strategy Policy CS8.2 (Protection and enhancement of landscape and 
settlement character) states that development proposals should demonstrate 
that their location, scale, design and materials will protect, conserve and, where 
possible, enhance [amongst other things]: 

The special qualities of the environment associated with the nationally 
designated areas of the National Parks […] including their settings; 
[and] 

The setting of, and views into and from […] the National Parks, 

65. DMDPD Policy DM18  states that all sites proposed for new tourist 
accommodation should: 

• be of a scale and design appropriate to the locality; and  

• not have an adverse impact (individually or cumulatively) on the 
countryside or coast, in terms of landscape, character and visual 
amenity; and  

• be capable of being effectively screened by existing landform, trees or 
planting. Additional effective landscaping may be needed to supplement 
existing landscaping. 

66. Camping Area A abuts the break in vegetation on the northern boundary, but it 
does not adversely affect the setting of the National Park. Use of this area 
would not intrude into any public views from outside the Rugby Club, and semi-
public views from within the curtilage of the Club itself are already experienced 
in the context of Rugby Club paraphernalia.  



67. However, the break in the boundary planting also provides open views back 
from the National Park, exposing caravans, campervans and tents in Camping 
Area A to full view – albeit seen (in part) against the backdrop of the main 
pavilion and other permanent fixtures of the Rugby Club, such as goalposts and 
floodlights.  The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority has raised no concern 
in principle to the proposal, although its response implies a desire to influence 
the position of caravans and campervans, in recognition of the fact that these 
tend to be more conspicuous than tents – even in longer views.  

68. The Rugby Club has indicated that it would be prepared to establish planting in 
the open gap on the northern boundary in order to filter views from the National 
Park. That would definitely be of benefit and might even be successful in 
screening caravans in certain parts of Camping Area A, particularly where the 
existing backdrop of buildings etc. already offers a degree of visual mitigation. 
However, it would be unreasonable to insist on a planting scheme in 
association with a one year temporary consent. 

69. In the report to the August Committee last year it was recommended that, due 
to the landscape sensitivity on the northern boundary, Camping Area A should 
be restricted to tents only for the duration of the recommended one year 
permission. However, that would lead to a degree of business disruption for the 
Club; a number of the hook-ups for caravans are in this area. Therefore, in 
acknowledgment of the need to assist businesses as far as is reasonable in the 
economic recovery from the impacts of COVID-19, this particular 
recommendation is being dropped. This could lead to a degree of negative 
landscape impact in views towards the town from the National Park, but it 
would only be short-term and could actually be helpful in devising a landscape 
strategy for the northern boundary of the site if this proposal is eventually made 
permanent.  

 
Heritage assets 

70. The application site is not within a conservation area and there are no listed 
buildings within the curtilage of the Rugby Club. However, there are a 
scattering of listed buildings to the west and north of the site, at various 
distances.  

71. Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 
1990 states that:  

“In considering whether to grant planning permission for development 
which affects a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority 
or, as the case may be, the Secretary of State shall have special 
regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any 
features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses”.  

72. In this case the setting of nearby listed buildings will be unaffected; the 
distances and the effects of intervening vegetation sever any visual connection. 
Underley Hall School is the exception. This is a grade II* listed building 
positioned approximately 700 metres north-east of the northern boundary of the 
Rugby Club. The top of the main tower is visible from the site, even above 
dense summer vegetation. The setting of Underley Hall School contributes 



appreciably to its significance, but the current proposals will have limited impact 
in that regard and are not judged harmful.  

 

Surface water 

73. The lead local flood authority acknowledges that the site is located within Flood 
Zone 1, at lowest risk of fluvial inundation, but has nevertheless recommended 
conditions requiring details of a surface water drainage system and an 
associated maintenance schedule. However, it is very unlikely that caravans, 
campervans and tents will impact significantly on the existing drainage 
characteristics of the site and so conditions in this respect are considered 
unnecessary.  

 
Loss of playing fields 

74. Camping Area B lies within an area identified as “outdoor sports facilities” on 
the Kirkby Lonsdale Inset Map in the Land Allocations DPD. Policy LA1.11 
(Existing outdoor formal sports facilities) establishes a presumption in favour of 
safeguarding such areas for their existing use. The Inset Map does not extend 
as far as Camping Area B, but it is reasonable to assume that the same 
presumption applies.  

75. Sport England has been consulted and it in turn has consulted the Rugby 
Football Union (RFU). The RFU concludes that use of these areas will not 
compromise the primary use of the site for sport. Rather, it sees merit in the 
Club using its assets in this way to increase revenue and it supports the 
proposal. Consequently, Sport England has raised no objection.  

 

CONCLUSION 

76. The principle of this development is consistent with policies in the Core 
Strategy and the DMDPD aimed at promoting tourism. The proposals will also 
help support an existing community facility, which is acknowledged as an 
important asset to Kirkby Lonsdale. However, use to date has caused local 
issues, particularly in terms of access to the site, albeit that much of what has 
occurred has been permitted development.  

77. The local highway authority has no objection to the current proposal from a 
road safety perspective, subject to a restriction to ensure that the overall 
number of pitches (resulting from the combined benefits of the planning 
permission and other permitted development rights) across the site as a whole 
does not exceed the 126 cited in the application for the period 01 May to 01 
September. However, there are broader amenity issues – particularly for 
residents of Raygarth.  There is also a concern that indiscriminate siting of 
caravans and campervans could impact upon views out of the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park.  

78. A regulated temporary permission for an additional season has the potential to 
address these key concerns. A travel plan could implement and monitor 
initiatives to control vehicular access to the site and further consideration could 



be given to the position of pitches and the potential to reinforce landscaping on 
the northern boundary.    

79. If this application is approved it would be effective for the 2021 season. For the 
remainder of the 2020 season the Rugby Club has stated: 

“The club will be offering stays at the site within their permitted 
allowance for the remainder of the season (essentially July and into 
August). Leeds [District Association] will be using the site under their 
exemption during August, but in total during this time the numbers will 
not exceed the overall numbers stated in [the] suggested condition. 
Leeds DA will only have 40 pitches. The club are hosting 77 pitches 
themselves. This is intended to be signal of intent from the club that 
they are happy and willing to work with the Council and have no 
intention of frustrating the community that it serves.”  

 

RECOMMENDATION:  

80. That approval be granted subject to the following conditions:- 

Condition (1) The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in 
accordance with the following approved plans: 

• Drawing 200 Revision PL - Proposed Location Plan: 
Seasonal Camping Zones  

• Drawing 201 Revision PL - Proposed Site Plan: Seasonal 
Camping Zones 

Drawing 202 Revision PL - Proposed Context Plan: Seasonal 
Camping Zones 

Reason  For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper 
planning. 
 

Condition (2) This permission is granted for and shall endure for a temporary 
period of 12 months and for the avoidance of doubt shall expire 
on 1st September 2021.  

Reason  To assess the efficacy of measures to reduce impacts on 
residential amenity to an acceptable level.  

 

Condition (3) The use hereby permitted shall not commence until a travel plan 
governing its operation has been submitted to, and approved in 
writing by, the local planning authority. The travel plan shall 
include demonstrable measures to minimise traffic movements 
associated with the permitted use and, in anticipation of a future 
application to extend the use beyond 2021, shall commit to a 
traffic survey, including the preparation of an accurate baseline 
against which to judge the impact of any increase and/or change 
in character of traffic movements. Thereafter, the use shall be 
operated in accordance with the approved travel plan. 



Reason  To assess, specifically, the efficacy of measures to reduce traffic 
impacts on residential amenity to an acceptable level. 
 

Condition (4) The camping use hereby permitted, defined in this case as use 
by caravans, motorised campervans and tents, shall be limited to 
“Camping Area A” and “Camping Area B” defined on the 
approved drawings.   

Reason  To ensure that the visual impact of the development is 
appropriately mitigated and to ensure that caravans and tents do 
not compromise the use of existing playing fields.  

 

Condition (5) Notwithstanding the provisions of Parts 4 and 5 of the Schedule 

2 of The Town and Country Planning (General Permitted 

Development) (England) Order 2015 (as amended, or as may be 

subsequently be amended or re-enacted) no more than 46 

caravans and campervans and no more than 80 tents shall be 

pitched at any one time within any part of the curtilage of the 

Kirkby Lonsdale Rugby Club as defined on drawing number (to 

be inserted by planning officer) in any calendar year between 

1 May and 1st September for the duration of this planning 

permission as defined by condition 2 herein. 

 

Reason  To ensure that the impact upon: (1) the local highway network; 
and (2) residential amenity is limited to an acceptable level.  

 

P & P 
Statement 

 In the exercise of its judgement in determining the appropriate 
balance of considerations, the Local Planning Authority has 
acted positively and proactively in determining this application 
proposal, taking into account all material considerations. Material 
considerations include planning policies and any representations 
that may have been received preceding the determination to 
grant planning permission in accordance with the presumption in 
favour of sustainable development as set out in the National 
Planning Policy Framework.  The Local Planning Authority is 
satisfied that its processes and practices are compatible with the 
Human Rights Act and the decisions of the European Court of 
Human Rights. 

 




